Given a sequence of n elements, the All Nearest Smaller Values (ANSV) problem is to nd, for each element in the sequence, the nearest element to the left (right) that is smaller, or to report that no such element exists. Time and work optimal algorithms for this problem are known on all the PRAM models 3], 5], but the running time of the best previous hypercube algorithm 6] is optimal only when the number of processors p satis es 1 p n=((lg 3 n)(lg lg n) 2 ). In this paper, we prove that any normal hypercube algorithm requires (n) processors to solve the ANSV problem in O(lg n) time, and we present the rst normal hypercube ANSV algorithm that is optimal for all values of n and p. We use our ANSV algorithm to give the rst O(lg n)-time n-processor normal hypercube algorithms for triangulating a monotone polygon and for constructing a Cartesian tree.
II. Two Hypercube Algorithms for the ANSV Problem
In this section we present two O(lg n)-time n-processor normal hypercube algorithms: (i) an algorithm for solving an (n= lgn)-input ANSV problem, and (ii) an algorithm for the usual n-input ANSV problem.
An (n= lgn)-input n-processor algorithm
We only describe how to nd right matches; left matches are found analogously. The SparseANSV De ne a sequence of records S to be quasi-sorted if and only if the subsequence S 0 of S consisting of all records with key value not equal to +1 is sorted. For all integers x and i, let x i denote the ith bit of the binary representation of x (numbering from 0), and let x (i) denote the integer obtained by complementing the ith bit of x. De ne the greedy decreasing subsequence of a sequence ha i : 0 i < ni as ha i : a i < a j for all 0 j < i < ni. In the description of our algorithm, each step consists of the general idea of the step (italicized), followed by the details of the step, which include the speci cation of the routines that implement the step on the hypercube and the running time of the implementation. An n-input n-processor algorithm
We will now show how to solve a larger ANSV problem using the same number of processors. The algorithm presented in this section o ers two main advantages over the algorithm of Berkman et al. 3] : (i) the present algorithm runs e ciently on any hypercubic machine, and (ii) the high-level structure of the present algorithm is somewhat simpler. The simpli cation we achieve is primarily due to Lemma II.1 (stated at the end of this section), which provides a useful property for streamlining the search for matches. We assume a d-dimensional hypercube containing 2 d = n processors, 0 , the processor with ID k = i 2 d 0 + j will be referred to either as processor k or as processor (i; j). Local variable w at processor k (resp., processor (i; j)) will be referred to as w k] (resp., w i; j]).
The input to our algorithm is a set of integer variables w k], 0 k < 2 d . In order to simplify the presentation, we assume that the w k]'s are distinct. (At the end of this section, we prove that there is no loss of generality inherent in this assumption; see Lemma II. Proof: Abusing our notation slightly, let r(w) (resp.,`(w)) denote the right (resp., left) match of w. 
We can now complete the argument for the correctness of the ANSV algorithm. The sequence X i in Lemma II.1 corresponds to the elements stored in subcube C i . Since the right (resp., left) match of every element in hw (i?1) lgn ; : : :; m i i (resp., hm i ; : : :; w i lgn?1 i) lies in subcube C i , the sequence S i (resp., T i ) contains every element in subcube C i whose right (resp., left) match lies outside subcube C i . Thus, the right match of each element in S i is determined correctly either in Step 6 of the iteration based on the right matches of the subcube minima when we process S i and T R(mi) , or in Step 7 of the iteration based on the left matches of the subcube minima when we process T j and S L(mj) , where L(m j ) = i. Finally, note that the proof of Lemma II.1, and hence also our proof of correctness of algorithm ANSV, relies on the assumption that all the input elements (i.e., the w k]'s) are distinct. The following lemma shows that this assumption can easily be avoided.
Lemma II.2: Let A be a comparison-based algorithm for a restricted version of the ANSV problem in which all input elements are distinct. Then A can be used to solve the unrestricted ANSV problem in the same asymptotic time and processor bounds.
Proof: Let an instance I of the unrestricted ANSV problem be given, and assume that our goal is to calculate right matches only. (A similar approach can be used to calculate left matches.) We modify I to obtain a same-size instance I 0 such that: (i) all elements of instance I 0 are distinct, and (ii) the right matches of the elements in I are in correspondonce with those in I 0 . The modi cation is straightforward; we simply append (in the \low-order" dlg ne bit positions) the binary representation of the integer i to each element w i of I. Put di erently, whenever two equal elements w i and w j of I are compared by algorithm A, we return w i < w j if and only if i < j.
III. A Lower Bound
This section establishes a lower bound for the ANSV problem on a wide class of xed-connection networks, including the hypercube and all of its bounded-degree variants. J aJ a and Ryu 6] use a separator-based argument to establish the same asymptotic lower bound for the shu e-exchange and cube-connected cycles. However, the bound they obtain for the hypercube is weaker than ours by a p lg p factor. The factor of p lg p arises because the hypercube has (p= p lg p)-size separators, whereas the shu e-exchange and cube-connected cycles have (p= lg p)-size separators. Our (non-separatorbased) argument establishes the same lower bound not only for the hypercube, shu e-exchange, and cube-connected cycles, but also for any bounded-degree expander network. (The separator-based approach of J aJ a and Ryu 6] Proof: We establish the lower bound for a highly restricted version of the ANSV problem. (It will be apparent that the problem we consider may also be viewed as a restriction of the merging problem; hence, our lower bound also applies to merging.) In particular, we assume that the input consists of a sequence of n = 4m distinct keys (for convenience, we By Assumption L1, each key is input at a single processor. Let`(a i ) (resp.,`(b i )) denote the index of the processor initially holding a i (resp., b i ), and let (i; j) denote the length of a shortest path between processors i and j. Assume without loss of generality that input variable k is provided at all processors. Let A denote an arbitrary algorithm for this restricted version of the ANSV problem, and let M k denote the maximum total number of messages sent by algorithm A for each k, 0 k < m. Note that M k We now consider two cases. First, assume there exists an index set I f0; : : :; m ? 1g such that jIj 1 16 (n=p) lg p and`(b i ) is the same for all i in I. In this case the lower bound holds by Assumption L2 since the processor initially holding the set of b i 's indexed by I must examine each of these keys. Now assume that no such index set I exists. Using Assumption L3, we nd that at least 3 4 m of the b i 's with 0 i < m are initially located (lg p) hops away from any xed processor. Hence M 0 i = (n lg p), 0 i < m, and P 0 k<m M k = (n 2 lgp): By averaging, we conclude that for some choice of k, M k = (n lg p). Assumption L2 then implies that A must run for ((n=p) lg p) steps in order to generate a total of (n lg p) messages.
IV. Applications
Monotone Polygon Triangulation. A polygon is monotone if and only if it consists of two polygonal chains that are monotone with respect to the same line. (A polygonal chain C is monotone with respect to a line L if any line orthogonal to L intersects C in at most one point.) Let P be a monotone polygon consisting of two chains: the \upper" chain U = hu i : 0 i < si and the \lower" chain D = hd i : 0 i < ti, where u 0 = d t?1 and u s?1 = d 0 . A recent result of Atallah and Chen 2] gives an optimal hypercube algorithm for determining the line with respect to which a given polygon is monotone, if such a line exists. Using their result, we assume that the given polygon is monotone with respect to the x-axis, which means that all the vertices on the upper chain (resp., lower chain) have distinct x-coordinates. A monotone polygon is one-sided if either its upper or lower chain consists of a single edge, called the distinguished edge.
Our algorithm for triangulating a monotone polygon follows the approach of Berkman et al. 3] . The algorithm consists of two stages. In the rst stage, we decompose the monotone polygon into one-sided monotone polygons. In the second stage, we triangulate the one-sided monotone polygons. We give only the high level description below; the implementation on the hypercube is straightforward. Algorithm Triangulate
